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Stag Dance To
Follow Rally
At Alumni Gym

Vol. XLIII

The Maine Campus

Memorial Gym
Friday Night 6:30

Published Weekly by the Stud•nts of the University of Maine

Orono, Maine, September

Z 265

MCA Plans Annual
Membership Campaign
Drive Starts
First Week
Of October

Football Rally

To Present
Radio Programs
From Lord Hall

University Receives Portrait
01 Lieut. CoL Albert Stevens
A portrait of Lieut. Col. Albert W.
Stevens, Army Air Corps, whose
stratosphere flight to 72,395 feet set
a world's record in 1935, and a graduate of the University of Maine in
1907, has been presented to his alma
mater, it was announced from the
office of President Arthur A. Hauck
here today. The painting, the work
of John Hilliard, well-known Boston
portraitist, will hang in the University library.

Number

25, 1941

Frosh Shows
Hasty Hello

others.
I.ieut. Col. Stevens achievement in
aviation, in aerial photography, and in
exploration has been recognized by a
series of high awards. In 1929 he was
given the Mackay trophy for the outstanding Air Corps achievement of
the year. In 1934 he was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross after his
first stratosphere flight, to which were
added an Oak Leaf Clustre two years
later, following his world's record
flight.

.Apparently there is one member of the class of 1945 who
finds the Maine "hello" a rather
tedious custom, for according to
authoritative sources this person has worked out a special
technique of his own for handling the matter.
It seems that, spying a long
line of upperclassmen moving in
his direction (around noon it
happened), this freshman, constantly gathering speed as he
travelled, rushed the entire
length of the line—a distance
of at least a hundred yards.
As he zipped by, he was heard
to shout, "Hi, everybody!"
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Maine-N. I-I. Technical
Men Here Tomorrow
• To Dedicate
New Wing Of
Aubert Friday

Noted Chemist
To Address
TAPPI Meeting

The University of Maine will play
annual membership drive of
host to members of the Maine-New
the Maine Christian Aaksociation which
Hampshire Section of the Technical
is planned for the first week in OctoAssociation of the Pulp and Paper
ber will get under way Sunday eveIndustry, as well as the Maine Section
ning with a rally in the M.C.A. buildof the American Chemical Society, on
ing at 7:00 p.m. for all members of
the occasion of the formal dedication
The National Geographic Society
Exhibited in New York
drive.
the
in
working
the committee
of the new chemical engineering buildalti- has twice honored him, bestowing on
the
shows
which
portrait.
The
under
be
will
The membership drive
ing tomorrow and Saturday.
hint the Burr prize for accomplishseated,
prouniform,
in
associate
holder
Prof.
C.
C.
Furnas,
record
tude
MacLeod
Plans for the presentation of a
the leadership of Dorothy
of aerial
The dedication will be held on the
fessor of chemical engineering at Yale
against a deep blue background "sug- ments in the technical field
and John Cullinan, who will be as- weekly radio variety program over
east lawn of the new building at 4:30
photography and the Hubbard medal
stratosphere
the
of
color
scientific
of
author
the
by
University
and
gested
sisted by representatives from each Station WLBZ in Bangor originating
in geospeakers will be
described by Lt. Col Stevens" ac- for outstanding achievement
and of best-selling books on science tomorrow. and the
fraternity and dormitory.
from the campus studios in Lord Hall as
Edward E. Chase, president of the
graphical research and exploration.
exbeen
has
artist,
on
Storethe
speak
to
"The
for
will
cording
laymen,
and Paul Choke,
At a joint meeting of the Y.W.C.A. are being considered, according to hibited at the members' annual exhiHis "firsts- include: pictures front
house of Civilization" Friday night Board of Trustees,
of Technology.
and the Y.M.C.A. cabinets last week, John Roberts, new instructor in radio bition of the National Arts Club of 27,000 feet of the eclipse of the sun '
at the dinner of the joint meeting of dean of the College
the
of
adviser
faculty
and
Freshman
speaking
plans were made for the
Group 'ill Hear Papers
the Maine section of the American
New York City and at the Annual showing the shadow on the earth; pieForum, panel discussions, deputations, Maine Radio Guild.
Friday's program will be divided
and of the MaineMarsh Co. exhibit in Boston. tures showing the curvature of the :
Society
Chemical
Jordan
Announcement has also been made
the Women's and Men's Embassies,
New Hampshire section of the Tech- equally between the members of the
Mr. Hilliard, who has been vice earth's surface; pictures showirig
election of freshman cabinets, and the that through the co-operation of the
nical Association of the Pulp and Maine-New Hampshire TAPPI and
president of the Boston Art Club and jects 300 miles distant, not ohservallt.
community service program.
Bangor station and the athletic dePaper Industry which are convening the Maine Section of the American
member of the Copley Society of Bos- with the naked eye; and pictures taken
Prominent religious leaders will be partment of the University of Maine, ton and the Rockport Art Associa- at 36000 to 72,000 feet. His exploraat the University of Maine on the oc- Chemical Society. Registration of
broadbe
will
games
guest speakers at the church services the home football
casion of the dedication of the new both groups and inspection of the
tion, has often painted university and tions have ranged front 1,000-nil
which will be held every Sunday cast from a booth atop the grand- academic figures, portraits by him be- "mushes" by dog sled in Alaska t..
building will take place between 9:00
wing of Aubert Hall.
morning in the Little Theatre at 11:00 stand. It is expected that the broad- ing hung in the halls of Boston Uni- flights of 12,000 miles over the
writing, a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the lobby of
scientific
of
field
the
In
and
a.m. Another feature of the services casts will start with the Maine-Rhode versiyt and Boston College among zihiali jungle.
Prof. Furnas has contributed many Aubert Hall, At 2:30 the pulp
in Room 362 of
will be a choir, consisting of about Island game this coming Saturday.
articles and bulletins on technical sub- paper 1111:11 will meet
where a meeting
fifty voices.
Half Hour Show Sundays
jects to scientific journals and has had the new building,
At the present time the schedule for
Lois Stone will lead the community
Mainly as a result of national de- popular articles in many magazines. presided over by NV. E. Bravyti of the
service program, which will be con- the half hour show which will be
fense efforts, a large part of the class His series of books on the future of Pejepscot Paper Company will hear
ducted with the co-operation of Alpha broadcast Sunday evenings starting
of 1941 has found employment since scientific developments and their rela- two papers presented.
Omicron Pi and Pi Beta Phi sorori- late in October or early November,
graduation, according to a statement tions to living have won a wide audi- The first, by William J. Nolan, assoties. The program will include chil- will include a "Campus" news repormade by Philip Brockway, Placement ence. Among them have been "Ameri- ciate professor of chemical engineering
dren's play groups in Orono on Sun- ter, an interview with a prominent
Director of the University.
ca's Tomorrow," "The Next Hundred at the University, will cover "Pulp
day and Tuesday afternoons. Volun- member of the University of Maine
The best record was made by gradu- Years," "Man, Bread, and Destiny," and Paper Applications of Chemical
teers are asked to help with this faculty, dramatic offerings, and music.
ates from the college of technology, and "The Storehouse of Civilization." Engineering Research at the UniverIt is expected that later on the prorecreational project.
Born in Indiana in 1900, he attended sity of Maine." This will he followed
which showed 100% placement. The
The date for the Men's Embassy grams will feature the University
engineers have gone into all fields Purdue University, where he was Big by "Forest Resources for Pulp and
has been set tentatively for the first chorus under the direction of Mr. Selof industry, although a large number Ten champion in the cross country Paper," to be given by Dwight B.
week in December and the Women's wood, and the band, directed by Prof.
are connected directly with defense or and 2-mile track events, and in 1920 Demeritt, professor of forestry here.
The annual seas ii ticket campaign
Karl Larsen.
for the second week of February.
with secondary industries, such as was a member of the United States Speakers from Bowdoin, Colby
Maine Masque Theatre got
At the same time, in Room 305 of
The Maine Radio Guild, which co- of the
Panel discussions on various ecoten
upperclassfreshmen
and
machine tools, paper, construction, Olympic team which competed at AntTxs.,
underway today under the direction of
old building, the American Chemithe
condition
in
keeps
nomic and social problems will start operates with the speech department
now
He
werp.
chemicals.
and
of
Ruth Towne, ticket manager. One of men, students at the University
cal Society group, presided over by
soon under the leadership of members in making these programs possible,
The college of arts and sciences climbing inountains.
sales was Maine, have received scholarships Or
tisket
first-day
gest
lai
the
of the University's
will hold its first meeting of the year
of the faculty.
He took his Ph.D. in chemical engi- Frederick Martin
expected because of the unusually were advanced in standing of scholar- does not have such a large percentage
will hear A. Frank
In addition to this program, the Tuesday night, September 30, in the heavy demand earlier this week.
had the best neering at the Uinversity of .Michigan. chemistry staff,
has
it
but
employed,
ship awards announced last spring.
at the UniY.W.C.A. has plans for a reception Lord Hall studios. All former memThen as a physical chemist with the Ross, associate biochemist
As has been the custom in the past, Several scholarships were vacated and year for placement since 1930.
Studies
tea to be held early in October for all bers and anyone interested in ap- the Maine Masque Theatre expects to
States Bureau of Mines, he versity, speak on "Chemical
United
Opportunities in Agriculture
will be assigned in the near future,
on Stem End Browning of Potatoes,"
pearing on these radio programs are
Experiwomen students.
Minneapolis
the
at
worked
entertainment
offer another season of
to the announcement from
Agricultural fields are especially ment Station for five years, being
(Continued out Page Four)
Officers of this year's cabinets are cordially invited to attend this meet- directed again by Herschel I.. Bricker, according
the office of President Arthur A. good in comparison to recent years.
headed by Mary Louise White, presi- ing.
particularly interested in blast furthe out- Hauck here today.
of
one
as
recognized
is
who
The Radio Guild offers radio exAgricultural teaching opportunities as naces. He has been consultant in
dent of the Y.W.C.A., and Bryant
standing men in the country in his
Norman C. Hammond, of South well as other fields of education have chemical engineering and metallurgy
Bean, president of the Y.M.C.A. perience in a variety of fields, includ- field.
Portland, and Alan I.. Rhodes, of been on the upgrade. This has been to industrial concerns.
Other officers of the Y.W.C.A. are: ing radio announcing, drama, produc.kmong the plays being considered Portland, both of whom entered the attributed to several factors, includJoanne Solie, vice president; Olive tion work, sound effects, writing, and
Prof. Furnas is a member of the
production this year are "Family college of technology this fall, will ing the drafting of numerous men
Rowell, secretary; and Mary Lovely. music. At the meeting it is planned for
Portrait," by Lenore Coffee and Wil- receive awards, the former a James teachers with their subsequent re- American Institute of Chemical Engiadopfor
constitution
new
the
offer
to
treasurer.
neers, American Chemical Society.
tion or discussion, and to make plans liam Cowen, and "Jim Dandy," by Norris Hart scholarship and the lat- placement by women, and the wider
William Saroyan, award winner of ter a Charles H. Payson scholarship. field of opporinnity given to women as Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Phi
for the coming year.
Lambda Upsilon.
Officers of the club are Phil Pierce, the Dramatic Critic Circle. The lata result of the defense program.
Hillman High Ranker
president; Al Reynolds, vice presi- ter play will be presented all over the
families
some
in
income
Increased
Arthur M. Hillman, of Kenduskeag,
dent; Betty Thomas, secretary; and country simultaneously by the Nahas also enabled the •wife to give up
John Roberts, instructor and adviser. tional Theatre Conference members. a sophomore in the college of arts and her teaching job. All this has created
Chithe
awarded
been
has
sciences,
has
which
of
Another play, the title
New members were initiated at the
Tentative appointments of six coma shortage of teachers and leaves
not yet been selected, by William cago Alumni Association scholarship
first hike of the year held by the
in this field for
pany and battery commanders and four
opportunities
many
Green, president of the National annually awarded to a sophomore who
Maine Outing Club last week-end at
graduates.
Parents of the class of 1945 will staff officers in the Reserve Officers
Theatre Conference and Pulitzer Prize attained the highest rank in his classr
1.ittle Fitts Pond in East F.ddington.
In Mr. Brockway's opinion this year have a chance to see their sons and Training Corps at the University of
winner, is under consideration. The during the freshman year.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Steinmetz
will probably be a banner year, bar- daughters participating in classroom Maine were announced this week.
Masque also plans to produce another
Travelli Awards were conferred on
awl Ted Curtis were chaperons. Miss
Seniors who have been appointed
ring any unforeseen events of great and campus curricula when the fifth
first
of
A
the
football
rally.
giant
,
this
Among
year.
play
Shakespearian
Uniheld
three who had previously
Cassidy awl Miss Rogers of the phyRequests for information as annual Parents' Day takes place here for a six-week trial period include the
scope.
at
held
be
the
Memorial
will
"Romeo
year,
are
the
considered
being
those
sical education department were guests
versity scholai ships. The recipients
following: commanders of infantry
tin Saturday, October 11.
Gymnasium Friday evening on the and Juliet," "Twelfth Night," "Rich- are Hillman, Roger D. Moulton of to future graduates have been reSunday noon.
companies. Company A, Lawrence
will
than
day
the
earlier
is
of
which
events
ready,
the
all
Among
ceived
with
opening
game
the
Rhode ard II," and "Taming of the Shrew." York Village, and Muriel Beatrice
Pack and Pine members present eve of
they have ever been received before.
he the Maine-New Hampshire foot- Emery; Company B, Edward Barwere: Lawrence Leavitt, Nick De- Island, according to an announcement
At a meeting last night in the Little Cleverly of Hull, Mass. University
ball game and varsity cross country rows; Company C, Clarence Dow;
nesuk. Mary Cowin, Emma Davis, received today.
Theatre, the ticket campaign was scholarships were given to Edward J.
meet. The freshman cross country commanders of coast artillery batThe rally will get underway at 6:00 inaugurated by Maynard French, Geary of Lewiston, Frederick J. KelRita Johnston, John Steinmetz, Donteam will compete against the com- teries, Battery A, Frank Welcome;
p.m. when the University of Maine president, who said that a good num- so of Portland, and James R. Amald Libby. and Robert Jenkins.
bined high school teams of Hopedale. Battery B, Charles Kentiiston; and
Members present were: Norman band will lead a parade of students ber of tickets had already been sold. brose of Bangor.
Presque Isle, Winter Harbor, and Battery C. Eugene Leger.
campus.
The
the
of
parade
tour
a
on
Mosher, Hubert Ranger, Richard
Staff officers: infantry. Victor GliFreedom. and a special military review
and
dorms
the
at
start
freshman
will
Hole. Robert Zink, Florence Boyle,
11,11 Vs eels. annual period of infor- is-ill be given by the military depart- der, battalion cintimander; Victor
end
Memorial
Gymnasium
will
the
at
Dick Varnum, Edward Hall, Albert
mal fraternity initiations, will he held ment.
\Nihon, battalbsi adjutant ; coast arItarmby, Weston Evans, George in time for the program there which
from October 13-18 this fall, it was
tillery, Henry Gabe. battalion execucomDay
Parents'
the
Members of
Faulkiwr, Phil Chute, Foster Mc- will start at 6:30.
decided at a meeting of the Interand George Riese, battalion adtive;
Kimball,
mittee are: Prof. Spofford
Curtis, Coaches To Speak
Edward. Robert Hasty, Burdon Buck,
fraternity Council Tuesday evening.
jutant.
chairman; Percy Crane, director of
Ethel Tarr, Doris Bell, Ada Miner, The captain or co-captains of the
The rules governing the conduct of
Selection (if seniors as cadet officers
admissions; Mrs. Mary Snyder, inDonald Brown, Henry Cole, \Villa football team for the Maine-Rhode
same
the
substantially
are
Week
Hell
in the R.O.T.C. will be made through
of
employfinal
the
NYA
statistics
By Betty Brackett
Charles
economics;
home
in
structor
Stevens,
Carol
Island ganie on Saturday will he inDudley, Helen Gray,
as those in force last year. Initiation
entirely new procedure this year.
Crossland. alumni secretary; Philip an
At the end of the first week of tnent were: upperclassmen, 148; freshtroduced at the rally. Ted Curtis,
and Jennie Manson.
men, 47; making a total of 195 NYA activities are prohibited on the cam- Brockway. placement director; and The lwriod from Sept. 16 to March 14
of
program
work
college
the
school,
The next hike will be held October faculty manager of athletics at the
pus and must be confined solely to
has been designated as a trial period,
workers at the university.
Eleanor Ward and Laurence Downes.
18 and 19, according to Lawrence University, will give an address in the NYA. tinder the direction of the
the fraternity houses.
during which every senior will have
of
list
nearly
waiting
In
a
addition,
170
of
total
a
has
Bureau,
Leavitt, president of the Maine Out- form of statistics on past games. Also Placement
an opportunity to be first ttr second in
Representative of the fifteen campus
100 names has been established to fill
speaking on the program will be student workers already at work, with
ing Club.
of a coinpany or battery, or
command
the
at
attendance
in
were
or
by
fraternities
withdrawal
occurring
vacancies
Coach George "Eck" Allen, head foot- 25 others assigned to start immediateofficer.
staff
a
by
conducted
was
which
meeting,
means.
other
some
ball mentor. and Ben Dobbs and Bill ly, it was announced today by Mr.
Laurence Downes, president of the
I35 Campus Projects
Philip J. Brockway, the Placement
Kenyon, his two assistants.
1Vork for NYA students is provided Inter f raternity Council.
The program will adjourn in time Director.
With appropriated funds to the col- by 135 projects on the campus, coverfor a stag dance which will be held in
leges and universities throughout the ing offices, laboratories, buildings,
At a meeting of the Panhellenic Memorial (;yrnitasium.
\i the latest reckoning, as of
country cut about 25% this year, this equipment, and services throughout
il Friday evening, a committee
t
Scarcity of veteran debaters this
this morning, fall registration
the
laruniversity.
the
be
undoubtedly
will
number
was amxiinted to help acquaint freshyear will provide an opportunity for
here at the University was set
NYA
the
of
project
General
details
he
can
that
gest number of workers
man girls with the upperclass women,
many newcomers to compete in the
at 1,957, it was announced at
Helen Deering and .hilia Robbins
will be mostly unchanged this year,
appointed.
and to give the opportunity for freshintramural and intercollegiate contests
office of the registrar today.
vice
the
and
president
2
elected
been
have
with a maximum of $15 per month
450 Applications Received
Men 1(1 become better acquainted with
which are now being scheduled by
In view of the unsettled conrespectively, of the Home
"Hirotighwit the summer months. the available for most students. This is president,
Dr. R Ruggles Gates, noted Engeach other. Plans are being made for
!Inward L. Runion of the speech
ditions, this figure is considered
Prof.
announced
was
it
Club,
Economics
lish geneticist, will speak on "Present Placement Bureau was busy receiving equivalent to 50 hours of work. At
a banquet.
department.
very good, Registrar James A.
this week. Mildred Wooster was
minimum
average
an
time,
same
the
of
empersons
applications
desiring
on
Aspects
Genetics"
of
Littman
sororities
the
and
The committee
The animal intramural tournament
tiannett said. Drops in enrollnamed secretary and treasurer, and
Coburn ployment, with a final total of 450 of $10 will be required of workers.
which they represent follow: Alpha Thursday, October 2, in
ment at other colleges have been
will be held the first week in DecemMary McConnell was elected stx-ial
importance
of
procedure
new
only
The
ap200
the
applications
for
received
Omicron Pi, Nancy Philbrook and Hall at 8:00 p.m.
proportionately much larger, he
ber with trophies awarded the winchairman.
Dr. Gates is recognized as a lead- pointments available. A notification is that of keeping monthly time recMary Hempstead; Phi Mu, Charlotte
added.
ners.
proassistant
Eliasson,
Arm
Miss
workeach
which
form,
new
a
in
ords
of
sent
many
was
as
to
acceptance
Gifford and Josephine Blake; Delta ing authority on human inheritance of
This year's total is smaller
All who are interested in debating
ecohome
of
department
the
in
fessor
the
on
out
fill
to
required
be
Delta Delta, Beulah Lewis and Helen and at present is lecturing throughout these workers as the appropriation er will
than last fall's all-time high of
are urged to attend the first general
Miss
of
place
the
take
will
nomics,
month,
each
of
Mullen; Pi Beta Phi, Louise Savage the United States Students and the provided for, as the selection was final working day
2.100 by about 150.
meeting October 7 in the faculty
which this year has been set as the Bernice Borgman as faculty adviser
and Gloria Miniutti; and Chi Omega, general public are invited to attend made.
room of South Stevens.
club.
of the
was
completed,
27th.
registration
When
meeting.
the
Crossman.
Mary
and
Davis
Erma
ft

Also Plan To
Broadcast Home
Football Games

Prof. Furnas of Yale
To Speak at Dinner
Here Tomorrow

Large Number
Class Of 194 I
'Are Employed
Many In Defense
Work; All Tech
Grads Working

Maine Masque
Opens Season
Ticket Drive

Group Considers
Presentation Of
Outstanding Plays

Students
To Receive
Scholarships
12

Two Freshmen On
List; Hillman
Highest In Class

Name Tentative
Officers of
ROTC Unit

Maine Outing Club
Inducts Members

Frosh Parents Day
Planned For Oct. I

First Football Rally
At Gym Friday

Seniors To Head
Companies On Six
Weeks Probation

Hell Week Activity
Set For Oct. 13-18

University Students Now
Have NYA Employment

/95

Registration
Drops Slightly

Pan He) Plan Would
Aid Student Relations

English Geneticist
Speaks Here Oct.

Helen Deering Heads
Home Economics Club

Scarcity of Veterans
Faces Debating Club
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Versatile Students
Try Queer Jobs
To Earn Money

Louis P. Lorusso
John Johnstone
Mary Elizabeth Brackett
Barbara Hopkins
Dudley Davis
Russell Bodwell

Well, here we go again! To the
newcomers on the campus let it be
known that this is the corner which
usually contains stuff and things,
various and sundry, too numerous to
mention. Don't be surprised if your
old oaken expert takes a few cracks
at different organizations and people
throughout the year.
On the other hand, we do pass out
occasional compliments when the occasion demands. Kindly remember
that there is nothing personal in any
of the printed words that appear
within the confines of this pillar of
wisdom, but we usually say what we
think about everybody. Strangely
enough, we expect other people to do
the same.

name bands and recently appeared in
the lead trumpet spot with Rudy Wallace at Kimball's Starlight.

Everything Included
From Janitoring
To Worm Farming

College Students are Best
Financial Risks in Nation
LOS ANGELES—(ACP)— The and looks with joy upon his still hattime-worn and rarely funny gags less but slightly neater clients.
Chatburn says that nowadays stuabout college men and their money
troubles will have to be discarded, be- dents take pride in their promptness
cause a man who spends his time ad- its paying debts and a great number
vancing credit to students says they're operate on a budget basis, carefully
now about the best risks in the nation. ratlotting their money for tui tion,
Oliver M. Chatburn, assistant to the books, and hamburgers.
The director of deferred payments,
comptroller at the University of
Southern California, who handles as Chatburn is known, bases Isis obmore than $250,000 annually in tuition servations on dealings each year with
payments on a credit basis, declares approximately 2,400 students who are
the average university student's record taking advantage of the payment plan
for promptness in paying debts is out- for their education.
"By establishing a system of monthstanding.
There was a time when the white- ly tuition payments," Chatburn said,
whiskered trustees of a university "students now are able to meet their
would shake their heads and mutter monetary requirements by taking
when tuition on a credit basis was sug- part-time jobs. In this way, they are
gested by younger members of the able to pay all their bills regularly.
"Frequently students from well-toboard. And a man starting a tailor
shop near a campus was considered a do homes operate on the same monthlunatic if he expected to he paid regu- ly payment and budget basis. It's
larly or well by his hatless, baggy- good training for the future...and
they realize it."
trousered clients.
From a recent survey, 33 per cent
But those. days are gone, according
to Chatburn, for the records show of the students at the University of
that students now are paying more Southern California declared themattention to budgets and bills. Credit- selves as either entirely or partly selfbasis tuition is a regular institution at supporting, Chatburn said. Of this
many universities. And the campus total, 17 per cent had no outside finantailor usually drives a pretty good car cial help.

Best movie bet for a Imig time is
ATLANTA, Ga.—(ACP)—Emory
Columbia's "Here Comes Mr. Jorcomic fantasy based on re- University has a couple of students
dan."
incarnation of a prize fighter into a whose middle names might be Versaplayboy. The show is excellently tile.
acted by Robert Montgomery and supJohn Briley is a junior in the theporting cast.
ology school. Last summer he worked
rethe
as
Rains,
As usual, Claude
as a garbage collector for the Tampa,
doubtable Mr. Jordan, walks off with
Fla., sanitary department. Before
top acting honors.
that, during four years at the UniverOnly jarring note in an otherwise
sity of Tampa, he was sole owner and
delightful show is the leading lady,
operator of a flourishing worm farm.
Evelyn Keyes, who looks more like a
While he studied, Briley employed
fugitive from a Vassar daisy chain
eight boys to dig common earthworms.
than a cinema queen.
These he kept in dirt-filled barrels in
4,
4.
•
his garage, fattening them with corn
is
record"
best
Dorsey's
"Tommy
bananas, and coffee grounds.
First comes to mind a newcomer rather a large statement for anybody meal,
supply could hardly meet the deHis
His
campus.
the
on
circles
musical
to
to make, but this editor thinks that
of local fishermen, and he made
name is Camp Thomas, and we find his current "Without a Song" should mands
than $2,000 on the part-time
him arranging and playing lead horn be seriously considered for that honor. more
project in four years.
in Stevie Kierstead's Maine Bear agThis disc has been recorded on the
gregation. A welcome addition to the 12-inch size by Victor (No. 36396-A). Then there's Ernest Atkins, a freshtrumpet section, Brother Thomas' Vocal refrain is by Frank Sinatra, man, who's paying his way through
heated horn promises some real fancy and the reverse side contains a Cy with five jobs. An experienced soda
college, he
doings in solo work.
Oliver arrangement of "Deep River" jerker when lie reached
immediately landed two part-time jobs
Proof of his ability may be found that can stand on its own merits as
that field. Then he landed an
in the fact that he has arranged for one of the season's fancier instru- in
NYA job working in the dormitory
Mal Hallet and some of the lesser mental numbers.
University of Georgia authorities
office in Alabama Hall. After that
New York University provides its
he decided he didn't need any sleep faculty members with a special weath- have limited to $2,500 the price that
can be paid for an orchestra for a
home economics. She received her anyway, so he started throwing the er forecasting service. (ACP)
Finally he became
So they'll know what mornings they student dance. (ACP)
bachelor's degree from the University morning paper.
agent for a cleaning firm. ran sleepP
That's tutting it down!
of Oklahoma in 1925 and her master's campus
four hours a night, goes to
sleeps
He
She
1932.
in
college
from Iowa state
(latices, and sleeps late
has taught general and vocational home Saturday night
Sunday morning. And—his grade •
economics in high schools in Alabama
average is B plus.
and Nevada. At the University of
Nevada, she served as home economics
teacher trainer and Itinerant Adult
You are invited to visit H. M. Goldsmith's omen's Store
Teacher, teaching methods classes,
in Old Town.
orand
supervising student teachers,
a complete line of Carole King Junior
showing
We are now
ganizing and teaching adult classes.
Promotion of one member and apDresses and many other well-known makes that are important
Two graduate assistants in wildlife
NEW WILMINGTON, Del.—
pointment of sixteen to the teaching conservation and a graduate fellow in
for "Back to Schoolers."
staff of the University of Maine was animal pathology were also appointed. (ACP)—Classrooms at Westmins,,
See our complete stock of sport coats, including zip-in-lined
announced here this week from the of- Charles P. Brown, who graduated College will be done over in col
coats, reversibles, and fur trimmed .
fice of President Arthur A. Hauck. from New York state college of fores- like salmon, apricot, and "cool gr(
SW EATERS — JACKETS — SKIRTS — BLOUSES
mon,
Six were appointed in the College try in 1935, will work in wildlife con- in an experiment to relieve the
CORDUROY PINAFORES — JERKINS
and
students
for
walls
drab
of Agriculture. George W. Crowther servation. He is a member of the ony of
SILK UNDERWEAR — GLOVES — BAGS
ones awake.
will come to the University as an as- American Society of Mammalogists. thus keep sleepy
GORDON HOSIERY
Moving figure in the plan is Prof.
sistant professor of agricultural engi- Virgil S. Pratt, who graduated from
art
the
of
courteous and satisfying service. You
you
give
head
Brennan,
to
plan
r
J.
Harold
neering to fill the vacancy caused by the University of Maine this year, has
are insited to browse around and "look."
the resignation of Prof. E. C. Meyer. been named the NVilliam Converse department, who believes college
of
A graduate of the New York State Kendall Memorial Fellow, in wildlife classrooms are the "last citadel
"individualCollege of Agriculture, he has been an conservation. During the summer of drabness" and should be
extension instructor in agricultural 1940, he was a technical assistant, ized."
engineering since 1937 at Cornell Uni- waterfowl survey, of the Pittman-Rob- "There would be fewer dozing at tl
versity, from which institution he re- ertson project, and during the spring sleepy students if classrooms v.,
ceived his master's degree this year. semester this year was laboratory as- made attractive instead of being rn,
He is a member of the American Soci- sistant in forest entomology. Frederick ly 50 chairs surrounded by 80 feet
BrenOld Town
ety of Agricultural Engineers and is a W. Garland, who graduated from the blackboards and bare walls,"
It North Main St.
contributor to "Better Farms" and University of New Hampshire last nan said.
•
"The American Agriculturist."
June, will work in animal pathology.
Miss Ada V. Fetch will replace Miss
Four instructors and one graduate administration. Last year he was asCecilia McCarthy as assistant profes- assistant were named in the College of sociated with Tilton junior college, at
Buy your t-ittart nets'
sor of home economics. She graduated Arts and Sciences. Richard M. Brace, Tilton, N. H. Dr. Fischer studied
from Middlebury College, Vt., in 1929, who is taking the place of Prof. E. economics, business administration, and
end received her master's degree from Faye Wilson, will be instructor in his- law at the University of Vienna, the
Teachers' College, Columbia Univer- tory. A graduate of the University University of Paris, the Sorbonne,
its
sity, in 1939. From 1932 to 1936 she of California in 1936, whence he re- and the College of France. He received
was assistant dietitian at the Memorial ceived his doctor's degree in 1940, he his doctor's degree from the University
hospital, Worcester, Mass., from 1936 was Taussig Travelling Fellow in His- of Vienna in 1931. From 1938 to 1939,
Bangor
%lain street
to 1938 she held a similar position at tory from that University, studying in he was graduate assistant at the Colthe children's convalescent home, Wel- France and England in 1939-1940. He lege of William and Mary. Its 1919,
lesley Hills, Mass., and since then was is a member of the American Histori- he was appointed research associate i
assistant dietitian and instructor in cal Association, and has taught high labor law at Fordham University.
home economics at Madison College. school and college classes in history.
John J. Murphy, who graduat.
Harrisonburg, Va. She is a member
Dr. Paul Fischer has been appoint- from Holy Cross this year, will be a
of the American Dietetic Association. ed instructor in economics and business graduate assistant in physics.
Ne•bitt Made Assistant
Miss Doris Nesbitt has also been
appointed an assistant professor of

Sixteen Are
To
There's something in the air this fall which baffles us and which Appointed
a
up
apparently defieth all analysis. In fact, we can't even work
Teaching Staff

You Name It...

suitable description of this ethereal phenomenon; but we are sure
that it exists, for it has made itself manifest in several respects.
We would say that so far the fraternity sophomores have
evinced the most definite signs of falling under the influence of this
atmospheric vibration—or whatever form it assumes.
We listened with extreme interest the other day to a veritable
ISong of Roland," which related how,an eager group of pledges,
"
earthing the spirit of an upperclassman's birthday celebration,
rushed him off to the Stillwater and therein anointed him.
We likewise call to mind a poignant scene witnessed recently
at one of Bangor's various and sundry bars, in which a self-effacing
sophomore on bended knee beseeched a future upperclass fraternity
brother not to inflict upon him the dire penalty of one "black mark."
The freshmen, too, have partaken of this spirit. Only the other
day three yearlings were strolling by a fraternity house, when there
issued from the dank confines of the building a sepulchral cry,"Fix
those caps!" Instead of the cold stare which last year might have
greeted such an apparently unauthorized command, there was a
bustle of activity as the freshmen quickly adjusted their headgear.
And there also comes to us the tale of the conscientious freshman who, having crammed Isis pockets with matches for upperclassmen, was brought to a rude awakening when a billow of smoke and
the crackle of flame informed him that the irritated lucifers had
ignited his britches.
Whether or not these events are traceable to a new spirit, or
philosophy-, or what-have-you, we are unprepared to say. At any
rate, these are the things which to us make life enjoyable and worth
while. But as we ponder the situation, an ominously dark cloud
hangs over the horizon. Is all this, too, just another manifestation
of National Defense?

Got A Spare Crisis?

tAttention Co-eds!

Promotion Of One
Faculty Member
Also Announced

Pastel Colors
Revive Students

THE "QUAIATA FIRST

SHOP

ARROW SHIRTS

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

"If it were not for the lull, wars would he dull." That's a
rather crummy bit of verse, but in view of the present situation, we
feel that it is rather applicable. Au present, we are in the midst of
a lull, both domestic and foreign. How long it will last we are in
Sept. 26
Friday
no position to say, but here it is and we must make the best of it.
P.M.
Some people, we assume, will disagree violently with us over 1:00 "Campus" staff meeting for
freshmen and upperclassthat point of view, what with ship sinkings and the Germans alleghdmen
ly making advances in Russia. But we look at it from the angle 4:30 Dedication of new chemistry
building
that it's all a matter of degree. The capture of Kiev, in view of all
that has preceded it in the way of world-shaking events, is today 8:00 Sigma Mu Sigma stag dance
Alpha • Tau Omega
considered merely as another "incident." It makes us think of the
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi
old maxim, "Familiarity breeds contempt."
Vic parties
To be perfectly hAest, we are beginning to feel that there's Satamilkey
Sept. 27
only one event which could really command a reasonable degree of P.M.
attention, and that's a declaration of war on the part of the United 2:00 Football: Rhode Island at
Orono, Alumni Field
States. And we're also beginning to feel that it's not the worst
8:00 Alpha Tau Omega
thing that this country could do. NVe think it's become quite appar- •
Phi Kappa Sigma
ent that the longer the United States waits, the tougher time it will
Sigma Chi
Vic parties
have in a scrap which, we hate to say, looks inevitable.

Campus Calendar

Sunday
&I... 21
A.M.
11:00 Church services,
Little Theatre
P.M.
It interests us to nonce some of the more minute effects which
7:00 M.C.A. membership
the war (this term can now be used without any qualification) has
campaign meeting
have
expanded Tuesday
had ttpon some of our fellow students. Vocabularies
Sept. 30

Expanding Vocabularies...

rapidly since the September of three years ago. The phrase, "the
duration," is as common in current conversation as "Holy Cats," 7:00 Maine Radio Guild
Lord Hall
and technological mots, such as Spitfire, Blenheim, porn-porn, and
Ott. 2
Thursday
the like, are flung about with the utmost savoir faire. In fact, in a P.M.
recent issue, the "Saturday Evening Post" accompanied a war serial 8:00 Dr. R. Ruggles Gates
"Present Aspects of
with a dictionary of British army slang, aeronautical terms, etc.
!Immo Genetics"
Oh, well, hands across the sea, as they say.
15 Coburn
—Paul'Ehrenfried

The Arrow Shirt
With the Dual
Persona/itlf

ARROW
DOUBLER

Outdoors

now

Doubler—a buttoned-up

r shirt one minute and an
edited sport shirt the next.

The Two in One Shirt
Indoors

• At last, here's a double duty shirt that
serves you equally well as a sports
shirt or as a regular shirt. The trick is
in the low-band, long-pointed convertible Arrow Collar.
The Doubler Shirt has two buttonthru pockets and a French seam front. The fabric is
oxford or twill flannel ... both durable and Sanforized-Shrunk (shrinkage less than 1%). You'll
have practically two comfortable and smart shirts for
the price of one. In white and solid colors.
Buy this utilitarian value today!

Virgie's University Shop
Orono

rick is in the ingenious concollar that is worn equally
h or without a tie.
Dotibiereomesin all sizes,made ofoxs
fordo oile,ortw ill flannel inwhite and
solid colors. Dotible your wardrobe
oith Doubler today I
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Rhody Rams Invade Orono For Opener
What Others
Have To Say!

By Icky Crane
WHAT HAPPENED THIS SUMMER
JUNE 15: Briggs Field, M.I.T., New England A.A.U. Trawl and Field
the high
Championships—Dick Morcum won the pole vault at 13'
jump at 6' 3", and took second in the broad jump with a leap of 22' 8". Ed
3", Bob
Styrna took the javelin with 180' plus and the hammer with 175' 55'
Carroll the 880, and brother Bill the mile. Dick and Ed wear the colors of
New Hampshire, while the Carroll brothers are famous at Northeastern.
All four will be seen in action in the Black Bear home meets this winter,
providing the twins get by their skirmish with the draft board.
June 27: Walt Reed, Jr., University sophomore, won the Maine
Junior Golf Championship today at the Portland Country Club. Runnerup was Ray Lebel of Lewiston; last year the final was just reverse. On
July 9 Walt won the amateur title in the New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island Golf Tourney with a two-day total of 156.
July 10: Bob Dunbar in the Boston Herald: "Rhode Island State football won't be the same this fall without dynamic Frank Keaney coaching
the colorful Rams..." We shall see! On Saturday! Last week Coast
Guard won its opener by a 38-0 score over Rhody. Assistant Coach Bill
Beck has moved up to Frank's position; Bill was a star at Everett High
when Keaney coached the Red and Blue. Despite a lack of poundage, he
was rated as one of the most courageous players ever developed in that section.
July 19: The Boston Braves' Lewiston Baseball School under Danny
McFaydrit (he attended my old alma meter, Ilefiron, where he played
baseball and later returned to roach the hockey team during his off
seasons with the Braves) and Jeff Jones closed its doors with the naming
of an All-Star team of likely prospects. At first base was Sanford's Bob
Nutter, Maine '14. On that same day Joe Manzo, tackle, became the first
of the Sugar Bowl Boston College team to be called to the colors.
July 23: Coach J. 0. Christian and staff started laying plans for the University of Connecticut fall gridiron campaign; the Nutmeggers face Maine
on October 18 at Storrs. The team—minus four star backs but still strong
behind the line; weak at the tackle posts.
July 31: Al Grenda—remember him? Well, on March 28, Al was
the dark horse candidate for the position left vacant by Al McCoy at
Colby. Today he signed as frosh football coach with Manhattan after
six years as assistant line coach at his alma mater—Columbia. (More
next week)

7g-,

Armand Cure Leads
Ram Attack; Allen To
Use A Large Squad

SECOND PERIOD: Time is running short. Jack Reitz of the Whites
fades back for a pass; the hall travels upfield to Dick Burrill. But in
comes Emile King on the midfield stripe to snatch the ball out of the air
and tear down the sidelines for the first score of the day and six points for
the Blue forces. Barrows' conversion kick goes wide. Fourth period: the
ball is put into play by the Whites, first and 10 on the Blue 43. It's a pass,
Jos Coombs to Bob Dalrymple. And after some good running Bob is over
the last white stripe for six points for the Whites. A point-after pass—
Coombs to Small—is incomplete.. So the game is dead locked.
Best unsuccessful threats: Whites on Blue 16 in first period; Blues
bite two-yard line in third. Bouquets: to Ed Barrows for his
down IIn
beautiful block on King's touchdown run; to Dick Brunk for the way
he put potential tackler Bill Harding out of the way as Al Edelstein ran
back King's kick from the two to the 21 in the last period.... The team.
were about e“.tt after the first period except for the intercepted pass....
g seconds the Blues started an upfield pass attack, gaining
Iii the is
only nine yards on a running play when King could not locate an open
receiver. The Whites took over and started a pass attack of its own—
with the same result, no luck. And the game ended as a Hutchinson to
Ross aerial went incomplete near the goal line.
Crowley limbered up between the halves with a few field goals. Nat
got in for one play, a rough encounter with the ground forcing him out ...
Phil Pierce did a good job at the miek with Jack Buck acting as spotter ...
!lest laugh: a freshman minus coat and hat (part of the time), and on the
grass, playing football with the President of the Senior Skulls at the half.

Frosh Cross Country Teams
Open wttn Lee, Old Town

The Maim Ikai s will meet the invading Rhode Island Rams on Alumni
Coach Chester Jenkins will get a Jenkins in the fall of 1939 came the
Field Saturday in what promises to
good look at his 1941 edition of frosh New England and National champions
be a fast opening game. Maine has
harriers on Tuesday when Team A in the freshman class that fall. That
come a long way since early Septemmeets Lee Academy and Team B runs record stands for the class (31 '45 to
ber, and under Coach Eck Allen's
Old Town in two home contests shoot at.
guidance is pointing for a successful
scheduled for 3 p.m.
The practice to date has been deyear.
A squad of fifty prospective candi- voted to exercises and general condiRhode Island, always a tough oppodates has been'workingout daily since tioning with plenty of touring over the
nent, is especially strong this year
classes began, and the group is slowly cross country courses. Good build and
with sixteen returning lettermen, more
rounding into shape for the coming stamina are necessary for prospective
men, incidentally, than old Pop Keabusy season. Fourteen men will run harriers, and some of the freshman
ney ever admitted having on his enin the Tuesday meets while an addi- runners have those qualities.
tire squad!
tional seven will get their first taste
Prep Schools Here
Coast Guard Is Strong
of competition on Saturday, October 4, The frosh fall schedules will wind
The fact that Rhode Island lost its
when Team C plays host to Searsport up on November 17 with Team A runopener to the Coast Guard Academy
High School on the Maine course.
ning in the 1.C.A.A.A.A. chase in
by a seemingly overwhelming score
New York after having competed in
Inexperienced Material
of 38 to 0 does not mean a great deal
Coach Jenkins has never been the N.E.I.C.A.A. run in Boston on
one way or another. This year the
blessed with ready-made material for the previous Saturday. On October
boys front the Academy have an outfit
his cross country outfits, and this year 31 the prep schools will invade the
which is potentially one of the best
is no exception. From the large squad college town to compete in the annual
small college teams in the East. They
Li Ilmosows
of very inexperienced hopefuls must State Preparatory School Championhave been highly rated all fall by
come many of the varsity runners of ship Run on the Maine course. At the
say
experts, and those in the know
the next thEee years. And that calls same time the state high schools will
that in the case of Rhode Island it I M
for a real job. From the inexperi- send their representatives to Orono to
good team meeting a super
a
was
--0
cnced squad that reported to Coach settle the Hij.ih School Cliampiiimbip.
outfit which had too much punch and
power.
Coach Eck Allen, in his statement
regarding last Saturday's Blue and
White scrimmage, said that although
he was disappointed in the ragged
blocking, he dtel like the spirit the
team displayed and the heady way in
which it met the different situations,
/940
During the past week the frosh ball-carrier is Al Smaha, a former
such as passing and punting.
football squad under the tutelage of All-Conference back from Portland.
Sam Sezak, assisted by Charlie Gard- Steve Macpherson, another Portland
King, Hutchinson Outstanding
Next Stinda),SepteinIkr 28, will see ner and Hugh Brownlee, has been boy and an All-State back for two
The scrimmage showed that much
valuable experience has been picked the beginning of another season of having heavy contact work in prepara- years, will also probably gei some
up by the squad in the last three intramural athletics when twelve tion for its opening game with He- starting work.
In the line and weighing in at 228
weeks. Allen mentioned that the line teams start things off with touch foot- bron Academy on October 4.
pounds is Mike Mininni, a former Allclasses,
late
Handicapped
Coach
by
conwill
which
games,
most
These
and
ball.
defense
on
good
very
looked
The initial time-trial for varsity
very little opportunity to State tackle and stalwart of the Hecross country runners will be held of the time showed up well on of- sist of five rounds of play and will Sezak finds
a unit; but bron line a year ago. Bob Cahoon has
over the short freshman course, a mile fense. He especially lauded Emile terminate on October 26, are designed work the team together as
the class of been doing a good job at center, while
and three-quarters long. on Saturday King's kicking and running and Al to give the non-squad men an oppor- it is plainly apparent that
'45 will have one of the heaviest, fast- Bob Emerson and Leo Pratt handle
afternoon. Coach Chester A. Jenkins Hutchinson's passing. Barrows' cap- tunity to participate in competitive
est, and toughest teams in many years. end assignments.
•
able plunging and blocking also were athletics.
announced this week.
The opener against Hebron will
Windy Work, of Bangor, and Bud
Allen.
to
pleasing
the
under
is
setup
intramural
The
Four of last year's State Champions
Rhode direction of Trainer Stan Wallace of Lyford, of Brewer, both All-State give Coach Sezak a good chance to
the
about
questioned
When
are back this year, Dick Martinez,
he especially noted a the Physical Education Department. backs last fall on their respective high show what his charges can do under
Dwight Moody, and Leo Estabrooke, Island line-up,
man, Arnold Cure, The 1941-42 schedule calls for eleven school elevens, have been standing out heavy fire. The Hebron team will be
backfield
flashy
juniors, and Mark Ingraham, a senior.
freshman year and sports with volley ball following touch as potential dynamite in this year's no pushover if past performances arc
his
star
A
was
who
Also back is Phil Hamm, who was
after two years football in November. There are frosh line-up. Another smart little any criterion.
back
come
lost to the squad last fall after suffer- has just
The names given below twenty-two teams entered this year
ing an injury in the New Hampshire out of school.
include the starters and other men
Kappa Sig Defends Title
dual meet.
those titles are Malcolm Peckham,
who will see action on Saturday.
The program is run On a point basis
Wally Francis, Howard De Shon, and
Graduation Takes Two
The Lineups
with the highest scoring fraternity or
Dave Burnell, all veterans from last
Lost by graduation arc veterans
The Rhode Island line-up is given non-fraternity organization being
year's varsity.
Howie F..hrlenbach and Ken Blaisdell,
with the exception of quarterback. awarded the Intramural Trophy at
The date for the annual tennis
while Art Farris left school last
The sophomore class will offer plenThe regular quarterback—Bob Mc- the end of the year. Kappa Sigma,
tournament has been announced as ty of competition. Carl Kilpatrick,
February. Striving to take over the
Cabe—is out for the season with a last year's trophy winner, will be out
positions left vacant by zhese men are
Phil Miller, Joe O'Neil, Milt Gross,
broken ankle and his successor is not to retain its undefeated touch football Saturday, September 27. All entries
two seniors, three juniors, and seven
Smith, Dick Chadwick, Harold
Otis
Ted
be
or
to
must
Curtis
handed
known as yet.
record.
sophomores, including six of the seven
Coach Small before noon on Friday. Avery, Al Ehrenfried, John StnninRHODE ISLAND
MAINE
Sunday's schedule is as follows: All students, including graduate stu- sky, Jim Hasting, Irving Broder, and
who went to the Nationals last year as
Harvey
LE
Ward
1:30 p.m.—Kappa Sigma vs. Delta dents, are eligible to compete. A dou- Larry Graham, all were members of
freshmen.
Carpenter
LT
Morrill
Tau Delta ; Phi Eta Kappa vs. Theta bles. tournament will follow the sin- last year's undefeated freshman team
Fred Kelso and Irwin Higgins are Grover
Flynn
LG
Chi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma gles competition, and the winners will and will show plenty of fast tennis
both seniors, and Higgins in particu- Geneva
Blecharczyk
Nu. 2:30 p.m.—Phi Kappa Sigma vs. receive silver trophies.
before the tourney is over.
lar stands a good chance of making the Robinson
Maher
RG
Lambda Chi Alpha; Phi Mu Delta
team this year. Walt Brady, John Irvine
The winner of the singles tourney
Pratt,
defending
Bert
singles
the
Flori
RT
vs. Tau Epsilon Phi; Phi Gamma champion, and Eugene Mertens, dou- will be awarded the Jack Freese TroStewart, Stan Frost, and Bill Had- Burrill
Coates I
RE
Delta vs. Alpha Gamma Rho.
lock are the juniors. Brady, the best Dalrymple
bles king with Linwood Pinansky last phy, a silver trophy donated each fall
all-round track man in the University, Presnell
year, will be on hand again this fall by Jack Freese, '17, of Bangor. Comis another who stands a good chance Rictz
to attempt the defense of their titles. petition for the doubles tourney will
QB
of winning a position.
Among the leading contenders for start at the completion of the singles
King
Narducci
LHB
The sophomores out for the team Pollock
are Ken Johnson, John Stanley, Hen- Nutter
•
Conti
RHB
ry Condon, Ray Atwood, Manley Crowley
During the last several days the
Brackett, Al Crockett, and Doug Barrows
Cure
FB
freshman women have been suffering
Cowan.
Other men who will undoubtedly the strenuous efforts of motor ability
see action are linemen Stratton, Pow- tests. Those fortunate ones who
ell, the Hardings, Nickerson, Ross, passed were given the opportunity to
and Neal and backs Hutchinson, Mc- select their choice from either tennis,
Intire, Small, and Goodehild.
field hockey, archery, or modern
Probably the fact that our
dance.
Coach
19,
On Friday, September
outdoor season for sports is so limited
Walter M. Lask, 1st Lieutenant,
is the explanation for such a large
Coast Artillery, issued the first call
majority taking outdoor work.
Saturday
for the University of Maine's Men's
Tuesday evening Coach Allen re2:00 p.m. Rhode Island
Rifle Team and asked that all of last
viewed the fundamentals and princi(Varsity football)
year's team report to him immediately.
ples of college football to the women
Tuesday
He also stated that he would like to
students. The object of this meeting
3:00 p.m. Lee
have all freshmen in both the Coast
(Frosh cross country—team A) was to enable the "gals" to appreciArtillery and the Infantry branches
ate football rules as well as a "rugged
3:00 p.m. Old Town
of the R.O.T.C. report to him at„their
rimntry- team B) man" in uniform!
(Frmh
earliest C011‘
MAINE—Barrows (b), Irvine (I), Pollock (b), Stahl
(e), KING'(b), Nutter* (b),
Morrell* (t).
That is what Francis Wallace has to say about the
Black Bears in his "Pigskin
Preview" in the September
of The Saturday
20 edit•
Post. And the classie
Erning
fication is "the cream of the
crop"!
The asterisks mark the
sophomores on the list while
the respective positions are
indicated by the letters in
parenthesis. And the sophomores whose names are in
capitals (there are only 18
in the whole east) are "the
supersophomores of this year
and the probable All-Americans of the future"! Congratulations, boys!

ural Football
Games Start
This Weekend Coach Sezak's Frosh Eleven
Kappa Sigma Opens Prepares For Hebron Game

Four I-1arners
:Available To
Defend Title

BLACKS vs. BLUES

Veteran Back

Defense Of Its
Pigskin Championship

Martinez, Estabrooke,
Moody, and Ingraham
Report To Jenkins

Pratt Defends Title
In Fall Net Tourney

r

RAM NOTES
Data on Rhody football: squad of 42 men; 31 from the home
slate, nine from Mass.. one each from Maine and N. J. Seven juniors
t‘ere due to start until Bob MeCalw's broken ankle upset backfield plans.
liea%ie.t man—Maurice Flynn '42. left guard, Taunton, Mass., 223 lb..
Maine boy--sophomore Bob Tanner from Portland. Celebrities—harms
mer thrower Norman Ntilenx '12 and baskethaller Stutz Modzelewski '42„

WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH
YOUR LAUNDRY THIS YEAR?...

Girls Report For
Four Fall Sports

Men of the U. ofM.
Class of 1945

Lt. task Issues First
Call For Rifle Team

Next Week at Home

Make yourselves right at
home in Frcese's Men's
Shops

The Fall Athletic Schedules For

1941

Pale Blue Teams Will Participate In 36 Contests, 2 Sports

A better method is to send it home regularly by RAILWAY EXPRESS—and have it returned the same way.
Our service is fast,sure—and convenient. Economical
rates include pickup and delivery at no extra charge
within our regular vehicle limits in all cities and principal towns. Your choice of prepai/lor collect charges.
Just as convenient too, for 'most any shipment:
Baggage, gifts, cake or a pet elephant.

RAILWA

XPRESS
1r./

AG E NCY
NATION-WIDE

INC.
RAIL-Alt

S/RVICI

31 Kents Hill at Orono, 2 p.m.
VARSITY FOOTBALL
Nov. 8 Bridgton at Orono, 9 a.m.
Sept. 27 Rhode Island at Orono,
2 p.m.
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY
Oct. 4 Northeastern at Orono,
Oct. 11 N. Hampshire at Orono,
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
11 N. Hampshire at Orono,
31 State Meet at Augusta
p.m.
2
Nov. 10 N.E.1.C.A.A. at Boston
18 Connecticut at Storrs
•
17 1.C.A.A.A.A. at New York
25 Bates at Lewiston, 1:30 p.m
Nov. 1 Colby at Waterville,
FRESIIMAN CROSS COUNTRY
1:30 p.m.
TEAM A
8 Bowdoin at Orono, 1:30 p.m
Orono, 3 p.m.
at
Lee
30
Sept.
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL
Oct. 4 Moulton at Orono, 11 a.m.
Oct. 10 Higgins at Orono, 2 p.m.
11 Hopedale at Orono,
18 M.C.I. at Orono, 2 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
23 Freshmen at Orono, 2 p.m.
Presque Isle at Orono,
Nov. 7 Coburn at Orono, 2 p.m.
10:30 cm.
FRESIIMAN FOOTBALL
18 Caribou at Orono, 2:30 p.m
24 Gorham Normal at Orono
Oct. 4 Hebron at Orono, 9:30 a.m.
2 p.m.
11 Ricker at Orono, 9:30 a.m.
Nov. 10 N.E.I.C.A.A. at Boston
23 Junior Varsity at Orono,
17 I.C.A.A.A.A. at New York
2 p.m.

FRESHMAN CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM B
Sept. 30 Old Town at Orono, 3 p.m.
Oct. 4 Hartland at Orono, 11 a.m.
11 Winter Harbor at Orono,
10:30 a.m.
18 Old Town and Bangor at
Orono. 2:30 p.m.
23 Lee at Lee
FRESHMAN CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM C
Oct. 4 Searsport at Orono, 11 a.m.
11 Freedom at Orono,
10:30 a.m.
Hi Unity at Orono, 2:30 p.m.
INTERSCHOLASTIC CROSS
COUNTRY
Oct. 31 Preparatory School State
Championship, 2:30 p.m.
.31 High School State
Championship, 3 p.m.

We want you to feel that you are welconic to come to
Freese's Men's Shops at any time. Don't just come in
when you want to buy something. Come in anyway.
Drop in for a talk and a smoke as other Maine men
have been doing for years.
See what college men all over the (-multi-) are
wearing, for it is our business to keep up with such
things. We have such famous leading lines as Hart,
Schaffner & Marx suits and coats, Trophycraft suits,
Dobbs and Berg hats, Phoenix socks, Arrow shirts
and ties, Superba tics, Munsinpvear, Hansen gloves,
famous McGregor sportswear, and ninny others. These
lines are leaders in their fields ... and they are worn
by leaders in your field. Pay us a friendly visit just
as soon as you come to Bangor and see what's new
in campus wear.

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS
Main Street

Bangor

"Maine's Greatest Men's Store•

Information Men
Needed For
athwomen's
the
on
event
first
The
The first meeting of the year of
Defense Work
Sigma Delta Zeta, mathematics club, letic program for the fall semester is

Campus Brevities . ..

will be held tonight at 7:00 p.m. in
155 Stevens Hall. All mathematics
majors, prospective majors, and students actively interested in mathematics are invited to attend.
Prof. Noah R. Bryan will speak on
"Math Doings in Other Colleges."
Refreshments will be served.
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the singles tennis tournament. First
round games are being played off this
week. Miriam Adasko, '42, winner
of last year's trophy, is in the running
again this year.
The W.A.A. Council, at its first
meeting Wedensday night, voted to
sponsor an archery tournament. Keen
competition is expected since three
women students—Phyllis King '43,
Ruth McKay '43, and Joyce Cook
'44—hold national archery association
ratings.

The following pledge reports have
been received and properly recorded
by the Interfraternity Council, it was
announced by Stanley G. Phillips, Jr.,
secretary, this week.
Phi Mu Delta, Donald L. Goodwin;
The new freshman rules for women
Delta Tau Delta, J. Herbert Roberts;
Phi Kappa Sigma, Camp Lee Thom- were announced this week by Frances
Sheehy, leader of the Sophomore
as; and Sigma Chi, Daryl Crane.
Eagles. The rules for 1941 follow:
Patricia Holmes and Nancy GasFreshman girls must keep off the
goyne were elected president of Bal- grass at all times.
respectively
entine and Colvin halls
The freshman caps must be worn
and Lorraine Davis was elected repthe numeral at the front and the
with
resentative for the annex at the Elms
brim down in front.
at house meetings held recently.
Freshman girls must always show
Other freshman officers include Jofor upperclassmen.
sephine Clark, vice president at Bal- the proper respect
The last rule is the traditional
entine and Mildred Marr, vice presiMaine "hello."
dent at Colvin Hall.

Have Many Openings
For Good Paying
Governmental Jobs
Information specialist:, are needed
by the government in connection with
every phase of national defense activity. Publications of all kinds must be
prepared for special interest groups
and for the general public, and inter-

CAA Flying Course
To Begin Shortly

CRAIG WOOD
winner of the National Open,
the Masters' and the metropolitan Open, three of the
most coveted tournaments in

l'eimar and advanced flying courses offered under the Civil Aeronautics Authority are scheduled to begin
shortly, according to an announcement by Harry D. Watson, head of
the department of mechanical engineering, yesterday.
Prof. Watson, aeronautics supervisor at the University of Maine, requested that all students interested in
taking C.A.A. courses contact him
immediately.
These courses have been offiered at
the University for the past few years
in co-operatioh with the Civil Aeronautics Authority and may lead to
private and commercial pilot ratings.
The instruction is open to juniors
and seniors passing the physical examination and certain other requirements. A charge of $40 is made for
the course. The program includes
ground work here at the University
and flying instruction at the Bangor
airport.

pretative radio broadcasts written and
put on the air. To these jobs, and
many others, war, agriculture, interior,
the office for emergency management,
and other agencies assign their information specialists.
To fill these positions, the Civil
Service Commission has just announced an examination for information specialists in press and publications, and in radio. There are over
one hundred jobs to be filled in the
various government agencies with salaries ranging from $2,600 to $4,600 a
year.
Eligibles on the employment list esCOLUMBUS, Ohio—(ACP)—
tablished last year as a result of the
Possibility of locating "noiseless" subexamination
information specialist
marines by a meteorite detector deneed not take this new examination
signed by Ohio State University eduunless they have acquired additional
cators is under investigation by Canaexperience and wish to apply for a
dian and American sources.
higher grade, as their names will be
The detector's importance increased
register.
current
the
on
retained
The United States, in carrying its
following German claims of undershare of the burden of reconstruction
Experienced Persons Needed
water craft with seund-proofed enafter this war, must think in terms of
Persons with general experience in gines which would destroy the usethe world, declared G. Bromley Ox- press and publications, or radio work,
fulness of standard hydrophones for
earn, resident bishop of the Boston are needed, go well as persons with
locating submarines.
area, the Methodist Church, speaking publicity experience in such specialDesigned and perfected by Prof.
at the opening convocation last Thurs- ized fields as: Foreign news reporting
La Paz, Ohio State mathemaLincoln
Gymnasium.
Memorial
the
in
day
or editing, aeronautics, public health,
tician, the detector has been used in
"Democracy is a world idea and it conservation, economics, mining, agri- the last two years to search for metecannot exist in the same world with culture, and engineering.
orites buried in the earth.
totalitarian slavery," he said. "After
To qualify for the press and publithe bomber comes the builder, who cations option, applicants are required
must build a just and durable world. to have responsible professional exWe must remove the fears of a future perience in writing or editing for a
insecurity from the minds of the large newspaper, national magazine,
(Continued from l'age One)
workers of the world, the fear of news or information service, or gov- followed by "Surface Tension and Sotechnological displacement and unem- ernmental agency: For the radio op- lutions of Electrolytes" presented by
ployment."
tion, experience is required in educa- Wendell A. Ray of Colby.
tional or informational radio work,
Chase Also Speaker
William C. Root, of Bowdoin, will
Also speaking on the opening as- including the preparation of radio speak about "Some Problems of Inca
sembly program was Edward E. manuscript and the broadcasting of Metallurgy." At 6:30 p.m. a banquet will be held in Estabrooke Hall
Chase, of Portland, president of the radio programs.
For all the positions, applicants may at which time C. C. Furnas, of Yale
board of trustees of the University.
Mr. Chase declared that Americans substitute study in a residence educa- University, will speak on "The Storeshould face facts with determination, tional institution above high-school house of Civilization."
Discussions on Saturday
with a sense of personal responsibili- grade for part of the experience. No
Saturday morning the Maine-New
ty, and with consciousness of the im- written test will be given but applicants will be rated on their education, Hampshire TAPPI will meet again
portance of individual effort.
"Social situations," he said, "have experience, and corroborative evi- for several group discussions which
their sources in general attitudes and dence. In connection with the radio will include two important topics afpoints of view, and the optimism of option, a voice test may be required of fecting the paper and pulp industry.
These will concern bleaching and chlothe United States is the prime cause eligibles.
Applications must be on file with rine usage and availability of raw
of the present mess."
be
Pres. Arthur A. Hauck presided at the Commission's Washington office materials. The discussions will
R. N. Miller of the
the convocation and read a brief mes- not later than October 23, 1941. Fur- presided over by
T. M.
sage from the President concerning ther information about the examina- Oxford Paper Company and
the importance of the college and uni- tion and application forms may be ob- Barry of the Fraser Paper Company.
tained from the Commission's repreversity in the present world crisis.
sentative at any first- or second-class
post office or from the central office
in Washington, I). C.
Patronize Our Advertisers

VW From beginner to master
it's Chesterfield.

slerfirld

Noiseless Submarines
Under Investigation

'Prism' To Be Out Oxnam Flays
Totalitarianism
Earlier This Year
Under the direction of David Hempstead, editor-in-chief, and Richard
Martinez, business manager, a meeting of about sixty candidates for 1943
"Prism" positions was held Tuesday
evening in the M.C.A. building.
Hempstead announced that the yearbook, published 'annually by the Junior
class, would be out much earlier this
year than has been the custom in the
past. This was due, he said, to the
fact that much of the work on the
volume has already been completed.
Hempstead stated that there would
be no major changes in the book itself but did mention several innovations which will be introduced this
year.
The publication will be organized
differently in that it will be divided
into eight sections: introduction, seniors, juniors, fraternities and sororities, men's athletics, women's athletics,
activities, and departmentals.
Betty Price has been appointed to
head the Junior Section, Hempstead
said. Angle shots of organizations
will be used, rather than the usual
straight group pictures. Complete
ed
appointments will be
aoffannounc
sstaff

Loan Pictures Ready
On or After Oct. I

About fifty framed pictures which
are on exhibition in the University
Art Gallery will be available to
students who wish to borrow them on
or after October 1, according to an
announcement by Prof. John Huddilston. Applications for these should
be left with the gallery attendants in
South Stevens or with Prof. Huddil
ston.
Owing to a call for thirty pictures
for a high school event in Auburni
that number will not be available fori
loan to students until about November
20. The new course in American
Painting also makes it necessary to
keep the entire number of American
color reproductions on exhibition for
the present semester.
Over one hundred pictures are now
hung in the "American Gallery," including several well-known originals
by Waldo Pierce and Mrs. Pierce,
natives of Bangor.

Maine Chem Students
Show High Averages
Student, in intrrsluctory work in
general chemistry in the colleges of
technology and of arts and sciences
at the University of Maine scored as
high or higher than their fellow students in 138 other American colleges.
according to W. E. Tomlin, instructor
in chemistry and chemical engineering, who has analyzed the results ot
the students in his course in the cooperative chemistry test conducted last
spring by the American Council on
Education.
More than 7.000 students took part
in the test. The average student in
the University of Maine exceeded,
on a percentile basis, 75 per cent of
all the students who took the test.
The average mean score for the country was 76.1 points, and the Maine
men scored on an average 90.7 points.
Students spend 21,000 hours a year
standing in line during registration
periods. (ACP)
Ire never added ours wt. but that
smtnds like a reasonalyle figure.
Ten miles of radiators supply heat
to 152 campus buildings at the University of Wisconsin. (A(P)
Plared end to mil'

Smokers everywhere like their
COOLER MILDER BETTER TASTE

Dedication - -
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'OUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thor,. Fri.. Sat,
Sept. 25-26-27
George Bernard Shaw's

"MAJOR BARBARA"
A 4-star production!
Starring Wendy Hiller. Rex
Harrison, and Robert Morley

5

ORONO
ed.. Thurs.
Double Feature

"DANCE HALL"
Carole Landis, Cesar Romero

Plus
"PRIVATE NURSE"
Brenda Joyce. Sheldon Leonard
Merto News

"HOLD BACK THE
DAWN"

"ALOMA OF SOUTII
SEAS"

Friday, Saturday
I )orothy Lamour, Jon Hall

News—.-Popeye—Golf Short

BANGOR
Thurs.. Fri.. Sept. 25-20
John Itarrymore, Frances
Fa niter, Eugene I'al let le
in

"WORLD PREMIERE"
Sat., Sun.. Mon., 'Fues.
Sept. 27.28-29.30

"LADY BE GOOD"
with Eleanor Powell, Robert
Young, Ann Sothern, Lionel
Barrymore. John Carroll, and
Red Skelton

Chesterfield's mounting popularity is
due to the Right Combination of the world's
leading tobaccos... the best known cigarette
tobaccos from Tobaccoland, U. S. A., blended
with the best that come from abroad.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO*gab
Copyright mutt. Licom a Mrs.Tooacco Co.
A business meeting of this group and
a luncheon in the Memorial Gymnasium will precede their visit to the
Maine-Rhode Island football game to
be held at 2:00 p.m.
The general committee for the program includes Dean Paul Cloke,

chairman. George D. Bearce, Paul I)
Bray, W. E. Brawn, John Caulfield,
Charles E. Crossland, Henry Doten,
Irwin B. Douglass, Clifford Patch,
and William C. Wells, with Mrs.
Paul' Bray in charge of the Ladies'
Program Committee.

74aeAfairu,Aiiustality.
‘vilea c:lli or )otar
friends "come to town."
Good meals
cheery rooms
From $1.50 a day

To the girls ofthe
University of Maine
Class of 1945
We invite you to see

Sun., Mon.. Tues., Wed.
Sept. 28-29-30-Oct. I
Charles Boyer, Olivia
DeHaviland, and Paulette
Goddard in

BIJOU

hesterfie

tit

Sunday, Monday

"WHEN LADIES MEET"
Joan Craw ford, Robert Taylor,
Greer Garson
Paramount News
Feature, 3:15, 6:45, 900
Tuesday

Thi. is the

FREESE'S
FALL OPENING
dramatic style eventand one well worth a special trip to Bangor.
gists', you a
This beautiful showing of lovely Fall fash'
perfect opportunity to choose some new dresses, perhaps a
new roam, a hat or two, and certainly some of the ileavon'y
smartest %porton rar. You will see the latest and the Ime.
hest style. displayed in Freese's Fall Opening ... and many
just for •on. Stich
of them have been brought to F
lines as our exclusive Carole King dresses •rg choorn mainly
for Maine co-edo.
Freese', 65 complete departments offer practical',
eiery feminine need from the newest lipstick shade 10 a
lovely evening gown. Whenever you come to Bangor. rgMle
to Freese's and see what's new in the world of fa•hion.
You are always welcome in this huge style center of the
state.

Big Nite

5th Big Week
De Ilere
Showing

"CHARLEY CNN IN
RIO"
Sidney Toler, Mary Hughes
Comedy- Travelog -Cart,Ym

Bijou and Opera House operate eontinuouslv from
1:30 to II o'clock. Matinee Priers 211c to 5 o'clock
04*IW"PrIMMIMI
,
IW4
,
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See the beautiful, famous
THIRD FLOOR OF FASHIONS
"Fifth Avenue in Maine"

FREESE'S
Main Street in Bangor

Have fun-be friendly
Treat yourself and
others to fresh-tasting
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
The Flavor Lasts

